YMCA of Fredericton
Pool Rules
Standards
For your safety, please adhere to all lifeguard requests
→Shower with soap and water before entering the pool
→No running on pool deck
→No pushing and rough play
→Shoes/food/drinks (including coffee) are to remain in the locker rooms
→Water in a plastic bottle is permitted for Aqua Fitness classes
→Dispose of gum in garbage before entering the water
→When using the slide, ensure the bottom is clear and enter feet first
→When on the slide, hands should be free of toys
→If a lifejacket, Personal Flotation Device (PFD) or belt is required*, please wear one and stay in
shallow water
*A lifeguard will ask for an assistive device to be worn if someone is struggling in the water
An assistive device = lifejackets, PFDs, belts, or a lifeguard approved device

Children Admission Standards - Early Years & Family Swims
→Children 5 years and under (with or without PFD):
Parent/guardian must be in the water within arms reach of the child. The ratio of child to
parent/guardian is 2:1.
→Children 6-12 years old:
IF swim test** is completed, they may swim on their own. However, parent or guardian MUST be on
the pool deck or in the gallery.
IF swim test** is not completed, a PFD will be required and a parent/guardian MUST be in the water
within arms reach of the child. The ratio of child to parent/guardian is 4:1.
→Children 13 years or older:
May swim on their own in the pool if they completed the swim test. Those not completing the swim
test will be directed to swim in the appropriate area of the pool in accordance with their abilities.
**Please ask one of our lifeguards for a swim test prior to pool usage

Whistle Guidelines
→Short blast: look at the lifeguard for direction
→Long blast: calmly and safely exit the water then look at the lifeguard for direction

